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Dear Dan,

Not long after I started having conversations with (CB41) one morning just before my bedtime he and I were talking by phone. My angel family was with me, and while I was talking with (CB41), angel Gabriel asked me to ask (CB41) if ((CB41)) would like a visit from him (Gabriel).

I asked (CB41) and he said “yes”, and within minutes Gabriel was at his house. That was just before my bedtime.

A few days went by and I again had occasion to talk with (CB41) by phone.

I asked him about the visit, and he confirmed some things that I knew proved this to be true. But then (CB41) said that he thought Gabriel had said something to him that was prophetic. It was within the framework of an upbeat, perhaps even joking mood that, according to (CB41), Gabriel said something like;

"THE DAY IS COMING WHEN THERE WILL BE TWENTY CHRISTIANS CHASING ONE UNBELIEVER.”

(CB41) and I have referenced that statement more than once in subsequent discussions. This is because he and I have speculated what it might look like for the Lord to bring to salvation 8 BILLION souls (see Letters 304 and 321 Volumes 5-14/15).

Dan, we’re talking about 8 BILLION BORN AGAIN, SPIRIT FILLED Believers!

This is what’s coming. Sounds a lot like Kingdom Come!

Now, I can imagine that there might be some who, upon reading this letter, use this prophetic word from Heaven to bolster their a-millennial viewpoint. Please be advised that the writer of these letters continues to see the clear teaching in Scripture of a Pre-trib, Pre-millennial Rapture of the Church. It just won’t happen for a little while longer than many have previously speculated (See Matthew 13:32 and 33).

Another argument might arise that this prophetic word is in opposition to Matthew 13:32. That’s not true either, because the 8 Billion might just include the Tribulation Saints. The one thing that we can be sure about is that according to Scripture no one knows this particular detail other than Father God (and maybe the Son of God, if He was so informed by His Father after He made that statement over 2,000 years ago).
Blessings...

R. C. Theophilus
(SPECIAL NOTE 22 OCTOBER 2016: See Letter 487 Volume 6 for important correction. Also see Isaiah 44:1-5).